Abstract
Introduction
By a graph   , G V E  we mean a finite, undirected g r a p h with neither loops nor multiple edges. The order and size of G are denoted by n and m respectively. For graph theoretic terminology we refer to Chartrand and Lesniak [5] . One of the fastest growing areas within graph theory is the study of domination and related subset problems. A comprehensive treatment of fundamentals of domination is given in the book by Haynes et al. [1] . Surveys of several advanced topics in domination can be seen in the book edited by Haynes et al. [1] . Another important area of research within graph theory is graph colourings which deals with fundamental p r o b l e m of partitioning a set of objects into classes according to certain rules. A set DV  is called a dominating set of G if every vertex in VD  is adjacent to a vertex in D . The minimum cardinality of a dominating set in G is called the domination number of G and is denoted by   [4] introduced concept of chromatic transversal domination. In this paper we introduce a graph theoretic parameter which combines the concept of weak domination and vertex colouring. A vertex colouring of a graph G is a partition of V into independent sets and the minimum order of such partition is called the chromatic number of G and is denoted by   
Du is a bipartite, it has a unique  -partition. Hence 
The result is obviously true for 1, 2,3 n  . Therefore let 4 n  . As ,, v v w . Each set canbe made as a part or a subset of a part of a  -partition on P . Hence the claim. Let D be weak dominating set of P with three vertices. Then atleast one vertex will be in the outer cycle and one in the inner cycle. Suppose only one vertex is in the outer cycle and the remaining two are in the inner cycle. The two vertices in the inner cycle are non-adjacent for otherwise D will not be a weak dominating set. Moreover for the same reason, D will be a independent set. By the claim D will not be a transversal of every  -partition of P . Hence cycle. So D to be a weak dominating set , the fourth vertex is not adjacent to any of these three outer vertices. Thus D contains an independent subset of three vertices. Case (ii): Suppose two vertices are in the outer cycle and two are in the inner cycle. Atleast one of these pairs is non-adjacent. This pair together with a vertex from the other pair will form an independent subset of D . In both the cases D has an independent subset containing three vertices. So D will not be a chromatic transversal w e a k dominating set. Hence Observation: 1 Chromatic t r a n s v e r s a l w e a k dominating s e t exists for all graphs since the vertex set V is a trivial chromatic transversal weak dominating set. components, then G can be chromatic transversal weakly dominated by less than 1 n  . Hence G has exactly 2 2K components and every other component is 1 K . Hence the proof.
Case (i):
Let 0 r  . Then 3 nk  . The set   1 4 2 , ,...., , nn D V V V V  (i).     ctwd G G k   (ii).     ctsd G G k   (iii).     ctwd ctsd G G k   Proof: For (i) Let 1, kk GK   be a graph. Then   2 ctwd Gk   and   2 G   . Therefore     2 2 . ctwd G G k k       For (ii) Let 2, 1 kk GK   be a graph. Then     min 2, 1 1 1 1 2 ctsd G k k k k           and   2 G   . Therefore     2 2 . ctsd G G k k      
